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Painting by Lieutenant HN Wilson, USMS, courtesy of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy –
Cadet Midshipman O’Hara of the Liberty Ship SS Stephen Hopkins single-handedly firing her
4” gun at the German auxiliary cruiser Stier, September 27, 1942. Both ships were sunk in this
encounter in the South Atlantic. http://www.dvrbs.com/Monuments/Camden/CamdenNJAmericanMerchantMarineMemorial.htm
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Introduction
This Memoir contains the recollections of Ed Barta during World War II as related to his cousin,
Roger Farrell, rogerfarrell1559@yahoo.com, during a series of conversations throughout the
spring, summer and fall of 2010, some 65 years after they occurred. Despite the passage of time
Ed’s memories of these events is remarkable down to knowing the dates and sequence of ship
service and sailings during his naval career. The experience of a young man, barely out of high
school who had never been more than a few miles from home, joining the Navy and going off to
war and seeing the world clearly left an indelible impression on Ed: “I can remember this like it
was yesterday”. Everything in his Navy records only confirmed the accuracy of his memory.
The photo below, from a family album, is of Ed and Roger (age 11 months) taken between
August 12 - 19, 1943 when Ed was home on leave after boot camp. The photo was taken at a
house being rented by Roger’s parents on Whitehall Terrace in Springfield Gardens, NY. The
two white stripes on his uniform sleeve denote he is a Seaman 2nd Class, newly promoted to that
rank on July 31, 1943.

This Memoir is dedicated to Ed and all of the others of America’s “Greatest Generation” who
fought and won this cataclysmic event.
Factual information, photos and maps about World War II, the Armed Guard, ship specifications
and Navy ranks and battle stars were obtained from the internet and various hard copy sources,
the Armed Guard web site, www.armed-guard.com, being particularly useful. Photos of the SS
Front Royal, SS James Jackson and SS O. Henry were obtained from The Mariners’ Museum,
Newport News, VA, www.MarinersMuseum.org, and are not to be reproduced without the
approval of The Mariner’s Museum. Internet (blue font) and other (black font) sources utilized
are referenced in the footnotes. Ed’s personnel records, obtained from the National Personnel
Records Center in St. Louis, enabled precise (to the day) dating of his service and some
interesting quotes and documentation which have been cited and reproduced in this Memoir.
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Ed’s Service in the U.S. Navy in World War II
Ed around the time
of his induction –
from his personnel
records

Background
Ed served in the Navy from June 18, 1943 to December 3, 1945, entering the Service out of high
school. At the time of his enlistment he worked for the Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation as a Riveter and Forman’s Clerk. He would return to this company (later named
Grumman Aerospace and finally, Northrop Grumman) some time after the war and remain there
until he retired.

Since he would have been drafted anyway, he enlisted in the Navy as “that was better than being
in the mud and living in tents as most likely would have happened in the Army”. Boot training
was done at the U.S. Naval Training Station, Newport, RI. Ed’s rank was Apprentice Seaman,
the most junior grade and, hence, no stripes on the uniform. Ed remembers this training
including jumping off a ten foot tower into a pool fully clothed. The objective of the lesson was
to learn how to remove your pants, tie the legs together and use it is a flotation device. Upon
completion, seven weeks later (abbreviated from the normal eight weeks because of wartime
Navy needs) he was assigned along with his entire boot camp battalion to the U.S. Navy Armed
Guard, Brooklyn Center.
Following a leave (picture on the first page) he went back to Newport for anti-aircraft gunnery
training on 20 mm and firing 5”/38 weapons and then reported back to the Armed Guard Center
in Brooklyn on August 22, 1943 for assignment to his first ship. After each ship service was
completed in the U.S. he would report back to the Center for reassignment. The Navy procedure
was for the entire Armed Guard crew being assigned to a ship to travel together from the Center
to the ship, usually via train.
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Ed (circled) and his Company 982 Boot Camp Graduating Class – August 1942
[Postscript: After the war in 1947, Ed was driving into New York City to see his future wife, Roz, As he pulled up
to a toll booth he recognized the collector as Jim Glenney (sp?) – to Ed’s right above. He stopped and had a long
conversation with Jim who he had lost track of after boot camp. Jim had made the Murmansk run during the war.

Ed served on three armed merchant ships with the Armed Guard, the SS Front Royal, SS James
Jackson and SS O. Henry. The ships merchant crew were civilians and very highly paid
compared to the Navy Armed Guard. The Armed Guard was responsible for defense and had
nothing to do with the actual running of the ship. Watches were stood both in port and at sea.
Port watch entailed three seamen at the bow, stern and gangway. Sea watch consisted of four
men stationed on the bow, bridge (2) and stern using binoculars to look for anything unusual.
None of the ships he served on had radar, usually reserved for warships. For meals, the Armed
Guard would eat the same food prepared for the merchant seamen but in a separate mess.
Sleeping arrangements were bunks either in a communal area or in semi-private or individual
quarters depending upon the specific ship arrangement and rank.
The Armed Guard liberty policy was one week plus travel time (one day for him as he lived
close by) after service on each ship. In his 2½ years of service Ed had three liberties in the U.S:
1) August 12 – 19, 1943 after Boot Camp,
2) February 23 – March 4, 1944 between serving on the Front Royal and James Jackson, and
3) one week sometime between November 9 – December 14, 1944 between serving on the James
Jackson and O. Henry. This liberty, for some reason, does not appear in his service records.
There were also several shore leaves in foreign ports such as Naples, Oran and Piraeus, Greece.
Ed became a Seaman 1st Class on the same day, August 27, 1943, that he began his assignment
on the Front Royal. Promotions were rapid during the war!
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SS Front Royal (August 27, 1943 – February 22, 1944)
Ed was assigned to this tanker when it was brand new after it was completed by the Sun
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, Chester, PA (Sun Yard No. 293).1
The Front Royal was a T2-SE-A1 (Navy designation) tanker which was the workhorse of the
tanker fleet – 481 being built during the war. A typical tanker crew had 42 to 45 mariners and 17
Armed Guard. A T2 was typically 523 feet long overall, had a 68 foot beam, 30 foot draft,
displaced 10,448 gross tons (21,880 loaded displacement tons) , with 6,000 shaft hp turboelectric propulsion, a speed of 14.5 – 16 knots and a liquid capacity of 141,200 barrels (nearly 6
million gallons). T2’s were named after monuments, national parks, forts, battles, historic
settlements, trails, lakes or swamps.2 The ship was likely named after the 1862 Civil War battle
fought at Front Royal, Virginia but this is unconfirmed.
The Front Royal survived the war. In 1948 it was renamed the ESSO Shreveport. In 1962 it
became the Trustco and in 1966 the Observer. She was scrapped in 1996 in Port Said Egypt3
having been trapped in the Suez Canal during the Israeli/Arab Five Day War in 1967.4

SS Front Royal Photographed by the U.S. Coast Guard on February 18, 1944 (Courtesy
of The Mariners’ Museum and not to be reproduced without their approval)

From Chester, via the Delaware River and Bay, the Front Royal made a coastal run to Port
Arthur, Texas returning to New York. As the ship left Chester the Captain blew the ship’s horn
to clear small boats out of the way. Ed was standing next to the horn and jumped in surprise!
Ed had a touch of seasickness on his first trip at sea but “made up his mind not to be sick”. Mind
overcame matter and he was never sick at sea again, a good thing as he experienced lots of
stormy weather in the North Atlantic.
1

World War II U.S. Navy Armed Guard and World War II U.S. Merchant Marine – T2 Tankers.
http://www.mariners-l.co.uk/T2D.html
2
Tankers Built in the U.S. During World War II. http://www.usmm.org/tankers.html
3
Auk Visser’s Famous T – Tanker Pages. http://www.aukevisser.nl/t2tanker/
4
Victory Ships and Tankers. L.A. Sawyer and W.H. Mitchell. 1974.
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Liberty Ship in the North Atlantic – December 1943

North Atlantic Convoy - 19425

From New York a second coastal run was made to Port Arthur and back. Off the coast of Florida
a destroyer escort and PBY Catalina flying boat both dropped depth charges very close to the
Front Royal to ward off a U-boat attack. Such attacks off the U.S. coast were all too common,
particularly in the beginning of the war. After the second coastal run the ship went to Curacao in
the Caribbean for gasoline which was delivered to Liverpool, England with a stop in Belfast,
Northern Ireland. The stop in Belfast was to receive instructions on where to deliver the gasoline.
The ship returned to New York and then sailed to Bristol, England. After returning to New York
a third round trip was made to Liverpool. The convoys to England were fast, 16 knots. In
addition to gasoline the Front Royal also carried P-51 fighter fuselages bolted to the gas tanks.

U-boat Menace Early in the War – January 15, 1942

PBY Catalina on Patrol6

Air Attack on U-boat7

PBY Catalina at Rest8

5

The United States Navy in World War II. Compiled by S.E. Smith. William Morrow & Company, Inc. New
York. 1966.
6
The Encyclopedia of US Military Aircraft. Martin W. Bowman. Bison Books Corporation, Greenwich, CT. 1980.
7
The World at War: 1939 – 1945. The Reader’s Digest Association, Inc. Pleasantville, New York. 1999.
8
Vintage Flyers II. Eric Presten. Prewar Publications, Vineburg, CA. 2005.
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P-51 U.S. Army Air Corps Long-Range Fighter8

P-38 Fighter Fuselages on a Tanker Deck

During these three Atlantic crossings, U-boat attacks were more or less common. General
quarters would sound and the guns on the Front Royal manned. The destroyers escorting the
convoy would drop depth charges on suspected U-boat positions.
The Front Royal was relatively heavily armed with a 5”/38 caliber dual purpose gun on the stern
(typical caliber for a destroyer’s main armament), a 3”/50 on the bow and eight 20 mm cannons,
four around the bridge and four on the stern. Ed’s assignment was 1st powder man on the 5”/38.
The 5”/38 used semi-fixed ammunition, e.g., the shell and powder canister were loaded
separately. Ed’s battle station was on the gun platform where he would place the canister on the
conveyor after the shell was in position. If you look at the photo of the Front Royal (actually
taken when the ship returned to the U.S. with Ed aboard), the 5”/38 on the stern is visible.

North Atlantic

Great Britain and Ireland
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Gulf of Mexico (Port Arthur is on LA/TX border)

Caribbean (Curacao is in the Netherlands Antilles)

After completing this assignment Ed ran into Lieutenant (full) Gwyndel C. Davis, who was his
officer on the Front Royal, at the Armed Guard Center and told him how much he liked serving
with him. Lieutenant Davis was impressed with Ed’s performance and arranged for Ed to
continue under him on his next assignment, the James Jackson, where Davis was the
Commanding Officer of the Armed Guard Detachment. To quote from the recommendation
Davis made some time later (October 28, 1944) for Ed’s promotion to Petty Officer Third Class:
“This man is a diligent worker. Follows orders well and is always alert and willing.”
SS James Jackson (March 13, 1944 – November 9, 1944)
This was a liberty ship (Maritime Commission Emergency Hull No. 343) converted to an assault
transport that carried 550 troops plus equipment. The James Jackson was built by the
Southeastern Shipbuilding Corporation. The keel was laid on June 4, 1942, the ship launched on
December 27, 1942 and delivered on March 18, 1943 to the South Atlantic Steamship Line.
Following the war she was in the Mobile Reserve Fleet from 1949 to 1972 and scrapped at
Mobile, Alabama in June 19739.
The photo on the next page was taken before the ship was converted to an assault transport (deck
added above the 5”/38 gun on the stern is missing), probably in 1943. The Mariners’ Museum
has conceded that the date of the photo in the caption may be wrong as this ship had already had
the additional gun platforms added prior to Ed serving aboard her.
The photo of the restored liberty ship, John W. Brown10 illustrates the James Jackson’s stern
armament (two 3”/50’s above and forward of the 5”/38) at the time Ed served aboard the James
Jackson.

9

The Liberty Ships from A (A.B. Hammond) To Z (Zona Gale). Captain Walter W. Jaffee. The Glencannon Press.
2004.
10
Project Liberty Brochure as revised 10/30/10. Project Liberty is a Baltimore based, all-volunteer, not-for-profit
organization [www.liberty-ship.com].
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SS James Jackson Photographed by the U.S. Army Signal Corps at the South side of Pier 2,
Norfolk VA on November 29, 1944? (Courtesy of The Mariners’ Museum and not to be
reproduced without their approval).

Stern Armament Similar
to the James Jackson

The James Jackson, named after a U.S. Congressman (1789 – 1791) and Senator (1801 – 1806)
from Georgia9, was heavily armed because it carried troops. Armament consisted of three
3”/50’s, one in the bow and two on a platform added on the stern above the existing 5”/38 single
purpose deck gun when converted to an assault transport, and eight 20 mm cannons. Four of the
20 mm cannons were mounted on platforms on starboard (2) and port (2) sides of the bridge.
The other four were located amidships between the bow and bridge (2) and bridge and stern (2).
Ed traveled from the Center in Brooklyn to Baltimore to join his new assignment along with the
entire Armed Guard crew. In Baltimore the ship was loaded with troops and deck cargo,
including two locomotives lashed to the deck, one to port and one to starboard. The James
Jackson then sailed via Chesapeake Bay across the Atlantic through the Strait of Gibraltar into
the Mediterranean to Augusta, Sicily and, finally, to Naples via the Strait of Messina.
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Ed “saw lots of action on this ship” in the Mediterranean where he was assigned to the 20 mm
gun crew located on the starboard side of the bridge (forward position). This position is difficult
to see in the photo of the James Jackson so a close up of the bridge of the O. Henry (his next
ship) and its four 20 mm cannons, similar to the layout of the James Jackson’s bridge, is shown.

Allied Convoy Near Malta, Enroute to Sicily5

SS O. Henry Bridge With 20 mm Cannons Visible

To quote the Armed Guard website “No theatre of operations in World War II was more
violently contested than the Mediterranean, where at one time or another British, French, Italian,
American, and German forces were involved. Nowhere in that long, narrow sea, broken up as it
is by islands, headlands, and peninsulas, were ships ever out of reach of land-based air attack.
The action in the ‘Med,’ for Liberty ships, began with the invasion of North Africa in November,
1942, and went on through landings at Sicily, Salerno, Anzio and Southern France. Ships faced
every known hazard of war at sea - submarines, shore batteries, aircraft, mines… Much of the
action took place in sight of land and frequently while ships were tied up at a dock and unable to
get away.” The latter was the case with the James Jackson.
Ed and his shipmates were subjected to a night air attack by the Luftwaffe while in port in
Naples the first time. The port, at the time, was filled with half sunken ships and the battle was
going on at Anzio which was relatively close by. Naples was an Allied staging area for the
campaign in Italy. During the Luftwaffe attack, the James Jackson’s guns were armed and
manned but the officer in charge would not allow them to fire – to do so would give away the
ships position. There were barrage balloons located around the Port which prevented the
German planes from making low altitude strafing runs.

Naples Dockyard Bombed by the Allies11
11

Port of Naples – 1943 (left) and Today (right)12

Naples – Foggia 1943 – 1944. http://www.history.army.mil/brochures/naples/72-17.htm
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From Naples the James Jackson went to Oran, Algeria to pick up troops and returned to Naples
via Augusta, Sicily. The runs from Augusta to Naples were in convoys through the Strait of
Messina which were timed to minimize exposure to the Luftwaffe who were active in the Strait.
The James Jackson was bombed at night by the Luftwaffe off Algiers during this first trip but the
convoy did not sustain any damage to Ed’s knowledge. A second round trip from Naples was
made but stopping at Mers el Kébir, near Oran. On the return trip the ship was again subjected
to a Luftwaffe night attack off Algiers. Allied ships were sunk in this attack but the James
Jackson could not stop to rescue any of the sailors, that job was left to a Navy tug accompanying
the convoy. During this action Ed’s gun crew shot down German planes. This second air attack
off Algiers resulted in Ed’s first “Battle Star” – Convoy UGS-37 (as shown on the next page).
Most attacks by the Luftwaffe were at night since it was much more difficult for the Armed
Guard gunners to see their targets. German tactics entailed first dropping white phosphorous
flares to illuminate the ships and then green ones so the German bombardiers could target the
ships without affecting their night vision. Attacks were made at both high and low (torpedo
bombers) level. Shooting at the flares didn’t do any good as they would just break into pieces
and remain lit.

Night Air Raid at Salerno5

Artist’s Rendition of a Night Attack by the Luftwaffe

The James Jackson received three Navy “Battle Stars” during the war, two while Ed was serving
on board her in the Mediterranean.
Battle Stars, also known as Bronze Stars13, on Area Service Ribbons were awarded to U.S. Navy
Armed Guard crews on U.S. Merchant Marine Ships for participation in “Operations” or
“Engagements”. An “Operation” is defined by the Navy as “a series of connected military
actions occupying a specific area and time and may involve many clashes with the enemy” while
an “Engagement” is “an action with the enemy within a restricted time and area, and of sufficient
intensity and significance to justify recognition.”14

12

Google Adds World War II Images. http://www.tomsguide.com/us/google-earth-world-war-ii,news-5743.html
Military Awards from World War II. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_awards_of_World_War_II
14
U.S. Merchant Ships Participating in World War II Combat Operations and Engagements whose U.S. Armed
Guard Earned Battle Stars. http://www.usmm.org/battle-a-f.html
13
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The three “Battle Stars” awarded to the Armed Guard crew of the James Jackson14 were:
1. Convoy HX-233 – April 16 – 18, 1943 (Predates Ed’s enlistment in the Navy). This
convoy, bound from New York to the British Isles, had the unusual distinction of forcing
a German submarine which had been disabled to surface. The Armed Guard crews of the
John Bidwell and the James Jackson fired at the submarine and the Jackson claimed that
her eighth round hit the submarine at the base of her conning tower.15
2. Convoy UGS-37 – April 11 & 12, 1944 .
3. Invasion of Southern France – August 15 – September 25, 1944 .

From Naples a third trip was made to Bizerte, Tunisia with 500 German prisoners of war and
then back to Naples with a cargo of trucks. The prisoners of war were treated well, housed in the
same quarters used for the U.S. troops. According to Ed “they were very happy to be out of the
war.” From Naples the ship went again to Oran for French Foreign Legionnaires and then
participated in the invasion of Southern France for which Ed received his second “Battle Star” as
shown above. During this invasion battleships were firing over the James Jackson at targets on
the beach. One could only hope that the rounds did not fall short!
At the end of this service the ship returned to New York and Ed passed the exam at the Armed
Guard Center in Brooklyn for Petty Officer Third Class or Coxswain. The promotion was
effective December 16, 1944, days after he joined the O. Henry.

15

Office of Naval Operations, History of the Armed Guard Afloat – World War II, OP-414, Chapter III The Battle
of the Atlantic”
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SS O. Henry (December 14, 1944 – October 18, 1945)
At the age of 20 and newly promoted to Petty Officer Third Class, Ed was in charge of about 35
men under the commander, a Lieutenant, junior grade. As such he assigned duties to the Armed
Guard crew.
The O. Henry (Maritime Commission Emergency Hull No. 486), named after the penname of the
popular writer of short stories (1862 – 1910), was a liberty ship built by the Permanente Metals
Corporation, Yard No. 1. The keel was laid on June 8, 1942, the ship launched on August 8,
1942 and delivered to the Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc. on September 12, 1942. Following the
war she was in the Reserve Fleet from 1946 – 1962 and scrapped in Mobile, AL in 1962.9

SS O. Henry Photographed by the U.S. Coast Guard on September 2, 1943 (Courtesy of The Mariners’ Museum and
not to be reproduced without their approval)

Interestingly, the O. Henry also received a “Battle Star” for Convoy UGS-3714 meaning that it
was in that convoy with the James Jackson on which Ed was serving at the time. The O. Henry
also took casualties during a German air raid while participating in the invasion of Sicily15 prior
to Ed’s tour of duty. The O. Henry was armed with two 3”/50 caliber guns, one on the bow and
one on the stern, and eight 20 mm cannons. The 20 mm arrangement was four around the bridge,
two midway between the bow and bridge and two midway between the bridge and stern.
The O. Henry sailed from New York to Piraeus (near Athens), Greece (see map of the
Mediterranean). Ed commented to his Armed Guard crew that the ship’s position in the convoy
was the “coffin corner” meaning it was the last ship in the last column and, hence, most
vulnerable to U-boat attack. Fortunately, there were no attacks. When coming into Piraeus, Ed
shot at a German mine with a rifle. His shot was observed to hit but nothing happened! Ed had
liberty here and went to Athens to see the Acropolis. From Greece the ship returned to the U.S.
stopping at what is believed to be the port of Beni-Saf, which is about 50 miles west of Oran, to
pick up ballast. Alternatively, the port could have been Bou-Sfer (a port on World War II
Algerian maps) which is closer to Oran. We aren’t sure which is correct. From Algeria the ship
sailed to Philadelphia.
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After a week, the O. Henry then sailed to California (Long Beach) via the Panama Canal and
from there to the Philippines with a stop at Peleliu in the Palau Islands, scene of the horrific
battle by the Marines and Army from September 15 to November 24, 1944. The first stop in the
Philippines was at Leyte, then Subic Bay and finally Linguine Gulf, Leyte and Linguine being
the scenes of epic battles with the Japanese Imperial Navy in 1944. From there he sailed to Oro
Bay, New Guinea to move an Army Headquarters Group to Manila in the Philippines. The code
name for this Group was West Pack. During this trip the equator was crossed. The “ceremony”
was “not a lot of fun” according to Ed. entailing being smeared with grease among other things.

The Pacific Theater16

Certificate for Crossing the Equator on July 17, 1945
16

America Enjoys Pacific Triumphs http://history.howstuffworks.com/world-war-ii/allies-bomb-northern-nazigermany.htm/printable
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While in New Guinea he met Veronica Strutz (nickname “Strutzy”), a WAC, at a dance hosted
by the Army. They were treated very well by the Army. After the dance he hitched a ride back
to his ship in an ammunition truck and the GI dropped him off in the middle of the jungle and
said another truck would be by to pick him up in a few minutes. It was pitch dark and he was
alone but, as promised, the truck did appear much to his relief and he got back to his ship.
Discharge and Post Script
In preparation for his discharge from the
Service, he spent about a week at the Cavite
Naval Base in the Philippines waiting transit
to the U.S. He was sent to Seattle on the
U.S. Navy transport USS Mellette to which
he was assigned from October 19 –
November 12, 1945. Actual transit time to
the U.S. was about 10 days as it appears the
Mellette didn’t leave the Philippines until
November 2, 1945. At Seattle they were
greeted by a Navy band much to the crew’s
surprise and delight. From Seattle he went
by train to the Armed Guard Headquarters in
Brooklyn and then to Lido Beach, a Navy
base at that time, were he reported on
November 30, 1945. He was honorably
discharged from the Navy at Lido Beach on
December 3, 1945.
After he was discharged and returned home
he received a call from “Strutzy” one day
asking him to come to California where she
lived. Her brother was going to give him a
job but he did not take her up on this. It was
too far from his home, friends and family.
Although things did not work out with
Strutzy, Ed later met and married Rosamond
(“Roz”) Dreichler on November 13, 1948.
They had one son, Warren who has kindly
provided comments and some of the
personal data for this memoir. Roz,
energetic and vivacious, passed away in
2001 and is greatly missed by all of our
family.
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Ed’s service in the Armed Guard spanned two and a half years, three ships and three areas of
operation – North Atlantic, Mediterranean and Pacific, all the major areas in the naval war.

World Map Indicating Maximum Territory Occupied by Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan in World War II

Recognition of Ed’s Service by the United States Navy
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Chronological Summary of Ed’s U.S. Navy Armed Guard Service
Inducted as Apprentice Seaman
Inactive time to get affairs in order per Navy policy
Basic Training @ Naval Training Station, Newport, RI
Promoted to Seaman 2nd Class
Leave
20mm and 5”/38 Training* @ Anti-aircraft Training Center, Price’s Neck,
Newport, RI
August 27
Promoted to Seaman 1st Class
August 27
Duty on SS Front Royal
Completed duty on SS Front Royal (6 months)
1944 February 22
February 23 – March 4
Leave
March 13
Duty on SS James Jackson
April 11 – 12
Convoy UGS 37 Action off Algiers – 1st Battle Star awarded
August 15 – September 25
Invasion of Southern France – 2nd Battle Star awarded
November 9
Completed duty on SS James Jackson (8 months)
?-?
7 day leave sometime between November 9 and December 14
December 14
Duty on SS O. Henry
December 16
Promoted to Coxswain (Chief Petty Officer 3rd Class)
Completed duty on SS O. Henry (10 months)**
1945 October 18
October 19
Assigned to USS Mellette for transportation to Seattle**
November 2 - 12
Probable transit time from the Philippines to Seattle
November 30
Reported to US Naval Personnel Separation Center, Lido Beach
December 3
Honorably discharged
* Records incomplete indicate only 20 mm training
** Records unclear if this occurred on 10/18 or 11/2
1943

June 18
June 25
June 25 – August 11 (?)
July 31
August 12 – 19
August 20 – 22

Induction as Apprentice Seaman
Inactive time to get affairs in order
Basic training
nd
Promoted to Seaman 2 Class
Leave
20 mm & 5" training
st
Promoted to Seaman 1 Class
SS Front Royal
Leave
SS James Jackson
Battle Stars
Leave
SS O. Henry
rd
Promoted to CPO 3 Class
USS Mellette Return to Seattle
Lido Beach & discharge
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